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Parties had requested technological information on adaptation innovation.

GEF/GF has the floor:

1. Status of the ‘Challenge program for adaptation innovation’:
a. With regards to the least developed countries fund and special climate fund,

first call was held in 2019
b. Focused on medium sized cities - partnership with CTCN, agency UNIDO
c. Because of the pandemic, an extension was requested. Extension request

was accepted.
2. Considering inviting chairs of the technological mechanisms to GEF

Saudi Arabia has a question:

‘Project beneficiaries and how much emission is expected to be reduced’?

Answer by GEF: It’s for climate adaptation not mitigation. Close to 390 proposals and based
on criteria, 9 accepted.

Uganda: Outline the process and history of linkages and scope of the program.

MOU between GEF and this COP COP26. As early as COP 2 linkages were initiated. No
MOU currently directly with parties. Narrow scope of this project currently and GEF is a small
body.

China: From GEF’s perspective, what has been achieved so far in terms of linkages? Stock
take the progress. What are areas to look out for in the future to strengthen the linkages
between technology and financial mechanisms?

GEF: Transfer of technology is a core theme and priority for GEF. Current programming
strategy for adaptation and mitigation. Demarcated activities for technology transfer for both.
Parties encouraged to take advantage of opportunities that GEF provides. In the special
climate fund, which is primarily for adaptation, there are provisions for tech transfer. But
resources are currently low (in the special climate fund). Awaiting guidance from this COP
on areas/elements for technology transfer.

Korea: Will the parties be compensated for activities they undertake?

GEF: Yes, parties can also seek compensation for transfers to entities that are implementing
the projects on ground. Parties responsible for accountability and distribution.



Chile: Programming strategy for the future?

GEF: Put forth a strategy that has tech transfer as a core theme. Two more meetings to go
that will further result in a focused guidance by Spring 2022 for mitigation. For adaptation,
funds are voluntary contributions without replenishment. Special climate change fund has
provision for tech transfer for adaptation.

GEF Negotiator had to leave at noon for another negotiation meeting.

Business of the day: Go through paragraph 2 to 8.

SCF = Standing Committee on Finance

US General Comments: Explore role of technology access and integrators. So far only the
tip of the iceberg has been explored in terms of technology transfer.


